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Holy Family Mysteries 

By Dolores Francis 
  

A wife and mother offers five new mysteries 
of the rosary, inspired by family life 

 

It recently occurred to me that my daily 20-minute 

exercise routine has a good deal in common with my daily 

rosary. While one stretches my physical muscles, the 

other flexes my spiritual muscles. Neither activity is 

absolutely essential to my health and well-being; many 

people, far healthier and holier than I am, get along fine 

without them. Still, the physical exercise each morning 

energizes me for whatever the day may bring. The     

rosary each evening helps me accept and put in 

perspective the joys and trials of the day. 

     It was not always so. As a young mother, I found it 

difficult to relate to Mary as the ideal wife and mother. 

She raised the Son of God, making her the Mother of God. 

She lived in a different time and culture and did not have 

to face many of the choices that bewildered me. 

     Years passed, and I began to see that, although our 

experiences differed, Mary’s life, like mine, was       

centered on family and home-making, that oldest and 

most honorable profession. I began to pray the rosary and, 

eventually, to pray mysteries of my own devising, 

mysteries that helped me see the Holy Family as a model 

for my own. Children of all times and cultures need love; 

parents of all times and cultures love and care for their 

children. Mary did not have a special “pipeline” to God, 

but she trusted in him as we also must do. 

     Mary always leads us to Jesus, and these family 

mysteries especially can guide us in the everyday      

moments that never seem momentous but, nevertheless, 

are so important. 
 

The Flight into Egypt 
  

“Joseph rose and took the child and his mother by 

night and departed for Egypt. He stayed there 

until the death of Herod ….”  (Mt 2:14-15) 
  

My husband and I used to joke that if we had a few    

dollars ahead, we should not talk about it within hearing 

of the car or the plumbing. One of them was sure to    

develop a problem that would eat up the extra and then 

some. Did Mary and Joseph marvel at the wealth the Magi 

presented? Did it seem that God was smoothing the path 

before them? That this parenting the savior of the world 

was a pretty good gig? Whatever their plans for this 

unexpected largesse, I doubt they included the cost of 

travel to Egypt or the expense of settling in a foreign land. 

     The Holy Family were immigrants in Egypt—living, 

working, and worshiping in a strange land with little 

knowledge of its language and customs. A lot of us at one 

time or another are immigrants. Most of us do not move 

to a foreign land, but even a move from one part of our 

own country to another can leave us feeling alone and 

alien. Far from family and friends, we can ask Mary and 

Joseph to help us adjust and make a loving home 

wherever we are. 

     This mystery also serves to remind us of those who, 

voluntarily or involuntarily, have left their homes to make 

new lives in another land. If we would welcome the Holy 

Family into our midst, we must also be a welcoming 

presence to those who come to our areas from other 

cultures and communities. 

  

Jesus Is Lost for Three Days 
  

“... But not finding him, they returned to Jerusalem 

to look for him.” (Lk 2:45) 
  

What terror must have filled the hearts of Mary and 

Joseph when they discovered that Jesus was missing from 

the caravan! At 12 years of age, he was old enough to 

watch out for himself, but what parent has ever     believed 

that when a child is lost? God had entrusted the savior of 

the world to them, and they blew it. 

     We parents, too, lose our children. Sometimes 

physically as Mary and Joseph did, but there are other 

ways to lose children. They can stray from us 

emotionally, culturally in their lifestyle choices, and 

spiritually by drifting from the faith we shared with them. 

We turn to Mary and Joseph who experienced and 

understand our pain. They will help us entrust our 

children to God’s loving care. 
 

Jesus Leaves Home 
  

“… ‘Your mother, and your brothers are outside 

asking for you.’  But he said to them in reply, 

‘Who are my mother and brothers?’” (Mk 3:32-33) 
  

They knew it had to come. This child had been born to 

leave them and to fulfill his destiny. Did Mary and    

Joseph, like many Israelites of their time, expect the 

Messiah and Son of the Most High to be a powerful 
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earthly ruler, restoring the nation to former glories? Did 

they question, worry, and ponder when Jesus took up with 

fishermen and tax collectors? How poignant for Mary, in 

company with family, to have her son look at the crowd 

seated around him and declare, “Here are my mother and 

my brothers” (Mk 3:34). 

     Surely one of the hardest parts of parenting is letting 

our children go, allowing them to make mistakes. The 

need to give advice, to keep them from repeating our own 

errors, to push them to become all they can be is almost 

impossible to resist, but God gave them the same free will 

he gave us. (I have sometimes joked that this is how we 

know it’s God the Father; if it were God the Mother, she 

would know better!) We can look to Mary and Joseph as 

models of being supportive but not over-bearing. 
 

The Death of St. Joseph 
  

“For a father’s blessing gives a family firm roots….” 
  (Sir 3:9) 

  

Did Joseph feel he had completed his life’s work?      

Perhaps he worried about leaving Mary with an only son, 

who roamed the land preaching, teaching, healing, doing 

all manner of good, but with no steady income. Did he, 

perhaps, wonder if he had done right by this unique and 

special child? Certainly, he must have felt that his friends 

and neighbors considered him less than successful in his 

parenting. Good sons were supposed to marry well and 

continue the family line. 

     I am sure Joseph was proud of Jesus even though he 

did not conform to the community’s idea of a good son. 

Joseph knew he could trust Jesus to fulfill his destiny, as 

well as to care for his mother—just as all of us can trust 

him with those we love. 

     Joseph is often pictured dying in the arms of Mary and 

Jesus, which makes us think that Jesus left home after 

Joseph’s death; but since the Bible does not tell us the 

story of Joseph’s death, I prefer to believe that Mary and 

Joseph had some time for themselves. Not selfish time, 

not leisure time, just time to let go and let be. 

     

Mary Accepts the Care of St. John 
  

“Then he said to the disciples, ‘Behold, your 

mother.’” (Jn 19:27) 
  

Change—it comes to all of us. Some thrive on it; some 

tolerate it with equanimity; others fight it. Mary not only 

faced the loss of her son to a horrible, scandalous death, 

she had to make a life-changing move. Two such       

extraordinary upheavals in a short period of time would 

send a modern woman to a psychiatrist’s couch. Even 

Mary may have gone to her knees, but she knew it had to 

be. She accepted her new situation graciously and 

gratefully, as she did with so many other circumstances 

of her life. 

     We may want to consider this another way: Accepting 

the care of John could mean that she took care of him, that 

she went back to making a home for someone, listening 

when he needed to talk, helping when he was perplexed, 

soothing when he was sad. We should remember that we 

may have retired from a job, but we never retire from life. 

Regardless of our age or circumstances, God has work for 

us. Both ways of looking at this situation are valid, and 

we can gain encouragement from contemplating how 

Mary accepted situations she could not control. 

     I’m not sure how long it was after my husband’s death 

that I realized how appropriate this instance in Mary’s life 

could be to my situation. I have not had to accept the care 

of another—well, at least, not full-time. I have made more 

than a few calls for help to sons, daughters, and 

neighbors; and, to quote A Streetcar Named Desire, “I 

have always depended on the kindness of strangers.” 

     Giving up our independence, relying on others to do 

what we once did so easily—and so much better!—can 

test our patience and theirs. We look to Mary for help in 

doing what we can and in graciously accepting help with 

what we cannot do. 
  

[“Holy Family Mysteries” by Dolores Francis, from St. Anthony Messenger 
magazine, is used by permission of Franciscan Media, 28 W. Liberty St., 
Cincinnati, OH 45202. www.FranciscanMedia.org.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have a blessed week,  
 

 

 

 

  

Prayer For Family Unity 
  

Lord Jesus, with Mary and Joseph, 

you lived in a family; 

teach me to appreciate the gift 

of being part of a family. 

Show me ever new ways 

of protecting and comforting 

those closest to me; 

and, each day, let me do something  

that will say ‘I love you’  

without speaking those words. 

Let me never part 

from any of my family in anger;  

prompt me always to turn back without delay  

to forgive and to be forgiven. 

Let me see your image in my family,  

in each of them, and in my larger family too,  

knowing that, in your Kingdom,  

we will truly be one family,  

united by your sacrifice on the Cross. 

Amen. 
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WE ARE FAMILY 
  

LORD GOD, WE THANK YOU FOR THE GIFT OF FAMILY 
WE ACKNOWLEDGE THAT OUR IMAGE AND NAME AS FAMILY 

COME FROM YOU. 
 

WE BELIEVE THAT WITHIN OUR FAMILY 
LIES A HOMEMADE HOLINESS. 

WE AFFIRM THAT IT IS IN THIS HOUSEHOLD OF FAITH 
THAT WE EXPERIENCE YOUR PRESENCE, 
YOUR FORGIVENESS, AND YOUR LOVE. 

 

WE ARE FAMILY. 
WE GIVE THANKS TO YOU 

FOR THE MANY JOYS AND BLESSINGS 
THAT HAVE COME TO US THROUGH OUR FAMILY. 

 

AS FAMILY, WE SOMETIMES FEEL PAIN. 
AND SO WE OFFER TO YOU OUR DISAPPOINTMENTS, 

FRUSTRATIONS AND HURTS. 
HELP US TO FORGIVE THOSE MEMBERS OF OUR FAMILY, 

INCLUDING OURSELVES, WHO HAVE CAUSED PAIN. 
 

WE PRAY FOR THE STRENGTH 
TO BE A LIGHT WITHIN OUR FAMILY. 

MAY WE OPEN OUR HEARTS, OUR EYES AND EARS 
AND CARRY OUR LIGHT TO THOSE IN NEED. 

 

GOD, CREATOR OF THE EARTH AND ALL ITS PEOPLE, 
HELP US TO BE MINDFUL THAT, 

AS MEMBERS OF ONE GLOBAL FAMILY, 
WE ARE EQUAL IN YOUR EYES. 

HELP US TO CONTINUE TO APPRECIATE  
THE DIVERSITY OF PERSONS 

IN OUR HOMES AND IN OUR WORLD. 
AS MEMBERS EQUAL IN HUMAN DIGNITY, 

MAY WE BUILD A BETTER WORLD 
AND PROCLAIM OUR WILLINGNESS 

TO BE THE HOLY PEOPLE YOU CALL US TO BE. 
AMEN. 


